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Frederick Fell Publishers, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 192 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.In SAT: TOP TEN SHORTCUTS, Dr. Jay reveals 10 never-before-seen shortcuts to
SAT answers that give students extra speed and scoring power to: answer more SAT questions,
collect 100 extra points, and super-size their score. Dr. Jays shortcuts are an application of Blink
thinking to taking the SAT. In Blink, Malcolm Gladwellpointed out to millions of readers how it is
possible to make good decision in two-seconds. In Shortcuts, Dr. Jay points out to millions of
students how it is possible to make good decisions on the SAT in two-seconds. At last, there are real
shortcuts to success on the SAT test. Every time students scan an SAT question and snap up a
shortcut, they get four scoring advantages on the test no other SAT strategy offers. The powerful
advantages are: 1) hardquestions are turned into easier questions, 2) three wrong answer choices
are automatically eliminated, 3) an instant opportunity to score in in-plain-sight, and 4) many more
identical opportunities to snap-up 100 extra points become easy to detect. These four advantages
deliver instant gratification to students today who have grown up with technology...
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It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .

It in a of my personal favorite book. It is writter in easy terms and never hard to understand. Its been designed in an exceedingly easy way and it is only
after i finished reading this publication by which in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Lucinda  Stiedem a nn-- Lucinda  Stiedem a nn
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